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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
DEAR GUESTS AND FRIENDS OF THE GERMAN CONFERENCE AT HARVARD,
We are delighted to present to you this Highlight Booklet, a comprehensive summary of the German Conference at Harvard 2013.
As the Organizing Committee, we strongly believe that the event’s overwhelming success was due in large part to the timeliness of this year’s
conference title. “The End of the West as We Know It?” is a provocative yet topical question and has been an often implicit but recurring theme in the
popular media for several years. The feedback we received from our nearly 600 participants reassured us that this year’s keynote speeches and panel
discussions have made a lasting contribution to the transatlantic dialogue which is needed to address the common challenges facing the US and
Germany. We are confident that this event has strengthened the cohesiveness of the German-American community in a time when the importance
of the Atlantic Alliance is often questioned, and sometimes overlooked.
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I would like to take this opportunity to thank our tremendously generous supporters for their invaluable
financial and logistical contributions. I also owe a personal debt of gratitude to the members of the Organizing Committee who have dedicated
countless hours over the last six months to organize this conference.
Please refer to our website (www.germanconference.org) for videos and photos of the event. We have thoroughly enjoyed organizing
this year’s conference and look forward to welcoming you at the German Conference at Harvard 2014.

Kai Brückerhoff
Head of the Organizing Committee

Who Pays the Bill for Demographic Change?
The Western Welfare State at a Crossroads
Keynote Speaker
Dr. Ursula von der Leyen
Minister of Labor and Social Affairs
Federal Republic of Germany

It was a premiere for Minister von der Leyen to visit Harvard University and to attend the
German Conference. Her keynote speech focused primarily on the costs, challenges and
opportunities that demographic change presents to the model of the Western welfare state.
At the beginning of her speech, Ms. von der Leyen pointed to “those who are left behind”
(as Europe faces an ageing society) and the tasks they will face in the future. She also
emphasized that demographic change is not simply a problem for Western welfare states.
By 2050, the age distribution of society will have evolved to a global challenge affecting
Europe, North America, China, Russia and other non-Western countries alike.
Minister von der Leyen went on to identify increasing life expectancy and declining birthrates
as the two crucial factors driving demographic change. Yet, she recognized three groups
within this socio-economic process that if treated and supported correctly could create
substantial benefits for their societies and economies.
The first group von der Leyen addressed are the older workers that according to her should
no longer be perceived as a burden, but rather in terms of their significant potential to
contribute invaluable skills to the workforce. Minister von der Leyen suggested that their
extensive life and business experience should be combined with the ambition and drive of
younger workers to achieve favorable economic outcomes. In addition, Minister von der Leyen
argued that the state should build an education system that encouraged life-long learning
through adequate incentives. She reported how a number of companies are already
creating age-appropriate workplaces by implementing measures to reduce physical
strain on their workforce.
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Secondly, von der Leyen mentioned the current challenges and opportunities facing female members
of the workforce. She pointed out that visions about family commitments still differed widely across
genders, with reproaches and bad conscience often affecting women more than men. According to the
Minister, the fact that women traditionally have to make a decision between career and family has
led to huge losses for both men and women, a smaller workforce and far fewer children than would
otherwise have been conceived. In many Western countries, this is a widely debated subject, with
policy discussions ranging from school reform to appropriate childcare facilities and equal pay and
representation on executive boards. Yet, Minister von der Leyen reiterated that a reconciliation
of career and family would benefit men as much as women and would yield higher productivity for
society as a whole.

Finally, Minister von der Leyen concluded that migration would also play a key role in the development
of future societies. She predicted that societies around the worlds would soon compete for skilled
migrants and that this trend would turn into a major policy challenge over the next few decades.
Germany and the West would have to shift their focus, according to von der Leyen, from imposing
restrictions on immigration to focusing on the potential benefits of successful immigration policy.
The Minister concluded that even though demographic change is often portrayed as a fundamentally
problematic trend, it provided an opportunity to establish more inclusive and innovative societies.
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

“

“

Ms. von der Leyen proceeded to identify the young as the third crucial group whose correct
preparation for their role in society would benefit Western countries even as demographic change
progressed. She contrasted German youth unemployment at a record low with the substantial youth
unemployment rates in many other European countries. For the Minister, one of the reasons for this
difference is Germany’s successful vocational training system which focuses on employer demand
and existing skill gaps in the German economy. The fact that fifty percent of young people begin a
vocational career in Germany proved to von der Leyen that the path was well respected and seen as
a true substitute for an academic career. The Minister commended the German vocational education
system as a potential model for public-private partnerships to tackle youth unemployment in Europe.

The society that is innovative
in terms of age-appropriate
working places, working hours
and further education will be
the leading society.

THE END OF THE WEST AS WE KNOW IT?		
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Common Interests—Shared Responsibility
The Future of NATO and the Transatlantic Partnership
Keynote Speaker
Dr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier
Chairman, SPD Parliamentary Group
Former Vice Chancellor and Foreign Minister

Frank-Walter Steinmeier participated in the German Conference for the second
time, and he opened his speech by referring to the widely discussed pivot to Asia.
Steinmeier agreed that there were indeed some developments that caused
uncertainty in Europe, such as Obama’s speech in Canberra or Hillary Clinton’s
Foreign Affairs article on “America’s Pacific Century”. But he also identified
reassuring signs for the transatlantic partnership, notably Vice-President Biden’s
speech at the Munich Security Conference. According to Steinmeier, Europe should
welcome the strong American engagement in Asia as one of the world’s most
powerful regions—it should rather worry if America was not engaged in the Pacific.
Steinmeier then went on to lay out five points to consider in transatlantic relations.
First, a new transatlantic free trade zone could infuse new growth and commitment
to the allies on both sides of the Atlantic. Second, Europeans should think about
their own interests in Asia. According to Steinmeier, European leaders’ focus today
is solely on trade, while there is no political cooperation with Asian countries, nor
any strategic dialogue with the United States about Asia. Third, Europe should not
only look to the Atlantic, but also to Russia on its Eastern border. As Russia is still
an important player in world affairs and certainly as a European neighbor,
Europeans could play a constructive role in Russian-American rapprochement.
In his fourth point, Steinmeier addressed the cooperation within NATO. On the
question of NATO’s purpose, he called the argument that there are no more threats
to its member states reckless and gave the example of Patriot missiles deployed on
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the Turkish-Syrian border. He mentioned other important roles of NATO,
such as a forum for strategic transatlantic dialogue, and a service provider
to the UN. However, Steinmeier expressed skepticism toward expansion
in terms of members or tasks. On the question of burden-sharing, he
demonstrated understanding for American demands for a larger European
share, but also made clear that given current economic conditions, the
prospect of defense budget increases both in Europe and America looked
dim. Steinmeier called for better coordination through specialization, smart
defense, and pooling and sharing. While admitting room for improvement
in European capabilities, he underlined the significant responsibilities
Europeans have repeatedly assumed in recent years.
As his fifth point, Steinmeier asked that Europe should know its limits, and
welcomed the renewed U.S. engagement President Obama has laid out in
his latest State of the Union Address. He asserted the need for American
leadership in the world’s most difficult conflicts like in Israel and Palestine,
in Syria or with Iran.

“

Europeans should not look on America’s
engagement in the Pacific region with a
fear of being abandoned, but rather we
should welcome it outright—and indeed,
we should simply ask ourselves: what
can we do for our part?

Steinmeier closed his remarks by reminding the audience of the shared
values and responsibilities of the transatlantic partners. According to
Dr Steinmeier, the Biden speech in Munich, Obama’s State of the Union
Address, and his meetings with officials in Washington, D.C., prior to the
German Conference, conveyed a strong spirit of optimism and a sense of
solidarity in transatlantic relations.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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A Dismal Future for NATO?
Transatlantic Views on Mission and Burdensharing
Keynote Speaker
Wesley Clark
US Army General (Ret.)
Former NATO Supreme Allied Commander, Europe

Wesley Clark began his keynote speech by drawing attention to the long and varied
history of NATO as a transatlantic alliance. Although questions regarding burdensharing
are often understood as a current dispute within NATO, Wesley Clark highlighted that the
first complaints about the undue strain on some military budgets relative to others had
first been raised by General Eisenhower in the early days of NATO. Wesley Clark stressed
that NATO had been an uneasy transatlantic alliance from the very beginning, one that
had “lurched from crisis to crisis”. However, he also noted that despite the many quarrels
over mission objectives and strategic direction, NATO continues to remain operational,
suggesting that the benefits of the alliance still exceed the (monetary and sometimes
political) costs it imposes on its member states.
Wesley Clark continued his keynote address by elaborating on the complex administrative
process which underlies major NATO decisions. He described the internal procedures
driving these decisions, but also shared his personal experiences with these procedures
based on his long and successful career within the organization. Although often
complex and convoluted, he stressed that these decision processes have resulted in
an “unshakable transatlantic bond”, a bond that continues to serve the transatlantic
partners well even in times when pundits on both sides of the Atlantic raise fundamental
question regarding the purpose of the alliance.
Wesley Clark then considered NATO’s historical evolution as a strategic partnership and
its long track record of withstanding even existential crises. Although the member
countries had always recognized the undeniable advantages of strategic partnership,
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Wesley Clark concluded his keynote speech by summarizing some of the challenges that
NATO will face in the years ahead. In Clark’s view, these problems include cyber security
(a challenge for which he deems NATO to be the most effective forum), the need to develop
a common intelligence system (an element that will be crucial to the alliance’s future
security strategy), and the lack of truly integrated reconnaissance, surveillance and
target acquisition mechanisms. Wesley Clark reiterated that effective cooperation in these
areas will be essential in the face of emerging security threats such as terrorism in
North Africa, cyber attacks from non-state actors and the security-related questions in
developing a consistent foreign policy stance vis-à-vis China. Regardless of these
challenges, Wesley Clark emphasized that the experience of missions in the recent past
(including Libya and Mali) illustrated the importance of the common security framework
provided by NATO and that this framework will remain instrumental in the years ahead.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

Whether it is overt and in
the fore, as in the Balkans, or
whether it is a leading-frombehind, shadow-type role, as
in more recent conflicts, NATO
serves as a vital, an irreplacable
and an unbreakable transatlantic bridge. We simply have
to keep it. It is an alliance based
on shared values and common
interests across the transatlantic
community and it is not going
to go away.

“

Wesley Clark illustrated the practical difficulties of establishing the alliance from an
operational standpoint—including the lack of a common intelligence sharing mechanism.
He specifically referred to some of the historical crises faced by the alliance, such as the
political pressure within Germany prior to its agreement to partake in the mission to
modernize NATO’s long-range theater nuclear forces (LRTNF) in the late 1970s. He also
elaborated on questions surrounding NATO’s purpose when the West lacked a common
enemy following the collapse of the Soviet Union—when the alternatives facing the alliance
were essentially to “go out-of-area or to go out of business”. Wesley Clark explained that
this transition had, against many odds, been managed successfully in the 1990s,
notwithstanding many challenges in peacekeeping missions such as conflicting chains of
command during the Kosovo intervention in 1999. Wesley Clark also emphasized that
NATO’s more recent engagement in supporting the Afghanistan mission was a clear
testament to the operational validity of the out-of-area mission objective.

THE END OF THE WEST AS WE KNOW IT?		
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Moral Responsibilities of the West:
The History of Sovereignty and Intervention Since 1993
Keynote Speaker
Michael Ignatieff, Ph.D.
Professor of Practice, John F. Kennedy School
of Government, Harvard University

Filling in on short notice for Joschka Fischer, who had to cancel his keynote due
to illness, Michael Ignatieff gave a closing speech that shed light on some of the
normative and ethical questions confronting the West in the recent past and the
near future.
Professor Ignatieff had worked, around the turn of the century, on the international
commission that introduced the notion of the “Responsibility to Protect”. In his
speech, he defended that idea and argued that the international community may
have learned the wrong lessons from the past twenty years of intervention.
Ignatieff provided some historical background. He noted the complicated pattern
of first trying to formulate the principle and then having to defend it against
skepticism in many capitals, most recently after the Libya intervention.
Despite many obstacles, he said, we have moved from “the right to intervene”
to “the responsibility to protect”, and to a world where “if you chop your own
people into little pieces”, sovereignty is considered to end – even though it
normally includes “the right to be wrong about justice”. However, Ignatieff also
acknowledged that, unlike in the 1990s, there is not currently a sense that the
world is moving into the direction of a consensus on this question.
Ignatieff then made a plea for more action in Syria. He argued that the international
community “could start building a free Syria tomorrow morning if it wanted to”,
by enforcing a no-fly zone, flowing aid into liberated areas and creating governance
there. But, he said, over the past twenty years, the tactics of interventions had
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“

Why bother with Syria? One of the things
that’s worth remembering about the history
of intervention over twenty years is a simple
point: nobody is dying in Bosnia, nobody is
dying in Kosovo. We actually forget that
we did some good things.

“

changed, so that risk-aversion was now a major hallmark. He argued that Syria
was emblematic of the many wrong lessons the international community had
drawn: a feeling that it’s better not to commit for fear of being responsible for
the aftermath; a preference for the status quo over the unknown; the use of the
Security Council deadlock as an alibi not to get involved; and the unduly strong
concern about unintended consequences, which led to “perfection being the
enemy of the better”.
Ignatieff advocated for doing something in Syria, and elsewhere, because of
one point that’s easily forgotten about Bosnia and Kosovo and other scenes
of previous interventions: “nobody is dying there”. “Helping one side to win”
and making “tough ethical choices about who’s least worst” had resulted in
something good in Bosnia, Ignatieff said, and we shouldn’t forget that.
In conclusion, Ignatieff argued that Europe (and his native Canada) should do
more to match capabilities and conscience, because in a more pluralistic world,
it couldn’t afford simply count on America for interventions.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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McCloy Lecture & Dinner Speech
Dinner Speech
Dr. Theo Sommer
Editor-at-Large, DIE ZEIT

McCloy Program and McCloy Lecture
The McCloy Fellowship Program annually brings six to seven students to the Harvard
Kennedy School’s two-year degree programs. For thirty years, this program has been jointly
conducted by the Kennedy School and the German Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes.
Its purpose is to contribute, in small ways, to the maintenance of the sometimes difficult
relationship between the United States and Germany, and of transatlantic relations more
generally. The McCloy Lectures are a recent addition to the McCloy Program. Their purpose
is to bring speakers to campus who, in one way or another, have contributed to
transatlantic relations or can offer illuminating commentary on them. Previous McCloy
Lecturers have included Klaus Scharioth, Peter Eigen, Cem Özdemir, Margot Käßmann
and Martin Walser.

Dinner Speech
Dr. Theo Sommer began his McCloy Lecture by sharing a few recollections of his personal
association with the United States. He shed light on some of the memories dating back
to his first visit to the United States in 1950, ten years prior to his participation in the
Kissinger International Summer Seminar at Harvard University. It was during his first two
years in the United States, as an exchange student at Manchester College and at the
University of Chicago, that he “learned to love and admire America—the kindness
and generosity of its people, the excellence of its top universities, its engrained
constitutionalism and its dedication to liberty and liberality.” However, Dr. Sommer also
shared his personal assessment of the (limited) downsides of American exceptionalism,
some of which he first experienced during his time as an exchange student in the
early 1950s.
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Dr. Sommer concluded his McCloy Lecture by paying tribute to two individuals who shaped his image of the United States just as much as they
shaped the German-American relationship. Dr. Sommer first encountered
Henry Kissinger in 1958 and both have remained close friends ever since.
While he learned many things from Henry Kissinger, Dr. Sommer stressed

that the most important insight over the years had been that “true
friends can afford to disagree even about very serious matters without
losing rapport.” Finally, Dr. Sommer expressed his great admiration for
John J. McCloy, in whose honour he delivered the dinner speech at this
year’s German Conference. He pointed out that McCloy had rightly
earned immense respect on both sides of the Atlantic for his tireless
commitment to the transatlantic project. Reflecting on the topic of the
German Conference at Harvard 2013, Dr. Sommer suggested that what
the West will need most in the years to come is a sense of direction—
and that future leaders should take inspiration in the example of
strategic foresight set by John J. McCloy.

“

I want you to know (…) that I believe
unswervingly in the resilience of the
American people, their capacity for
self-correction, and their irrepressible
sense of proportion, balance and
moderation.

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

“

In the second part of his McCloy Lecture, Dr. Sommer reviewed the
history of transatlantic relations between the United States and
Germany, a diplomatic affair that was integral to the the emergence
of the ‘West’ but has, at the same time, never been free of conflict.
In addition to some of the transitory quarrels in the decades following
World War II, Dr. Sommer argued that recent history had contained many
more fundamental disputes over the strategic direction of the Atlantic
Alliance. Dr. Sommer specifically highlighted the disintegration of the
Soviet Union as one of the key challenges to the cohesiveness of the
transatlantic partnership in recent times. He compared NATO’s state after
the collapse of the Soviet Union to the situation faced by the ancient
Greeks following their military victory over the Persians—he suggested
that the lack of a common enemy had initiated a period in which
alienation set in between the Atlantic allies. However, despite
fundamental disagreements between the US and Germany regarding
several strategic decisions (of which the Iraq war is only one example),
Dr. Sommer stressed that the alliance will remain strong enough to
weather even the most trying crises and that the pursuit of shared
core values will continue to unite our two countries in the future.
He reiterated that, precisely for these reasons, he has been and
will remain a convinced and committed Atlanticist.

THE END OF THE WEST AS WE KNOW IT?		
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Who Pays the Bill for Demographic Change?
The Western Welfare State at a Crossroads
Panelists
Dr. Ursula von der Leyen
Minister of Labor and Social Affairs
Federal Republic of Germany
George Papandreou
Former Greek Prime Minister, Member of
the Greek Parliament
President of the Socialist International

Moderator
Elizabeth Niejahr
Political Correspondent
DIE ZEIT
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Globalization, demographic change and the crisis in the Eurozone have
put significant pressure on the model of the Western welfare state.
The social policy panel analyzed the role, the challenges, and the
opportunities of the European welfare state in a globalized and
increasingly competitive world.
The discussion opened with an assessment of the welfare state’s value
to European society. In light of recent economic challenges, many have
claimed that its economic cost may be unsustainable. Mr. Papandreou
clarified that Europe still needed the welfare state to reinstate the idea
of a caring society in the continent’s political discourse and to challenge
resurgent nationalism, a trend which could eventually undermine the
European project. The former Greek Prime Minister went on to explain
the economic advantages of emerging markets benefitting from limited
collective bargaining, low labor standards, the absence of welfare systems
and the lack of democratic processes. Yet, he added, these systems could
never be models and would only be sources of temporary comparative
advantage. Mr. Papandreou argued that, in the long run, the European
welfare state would turn into a successful example for how to make
globalization more humane. Once the model’s competitiveness was
understood and its current challenges (including tax evasion) were
overcome, its implementation as a viable political model would be
demanded around the globe.

When asked about the Greek perspective on whether the imbalance in
Europe created a loss to Southern countries through brain drain or
benefited them through returning migrants, Mr. Papandreou responded
that one of Europe’s most significant opportunities is the diversification
of its workforce. Both politicians laid out how this could be achieved
through initiatives such as the Erasmus exchange program. They argued
that a similar model could be used for the unemployed, people in
vocational training and in a “business angel” program for managers.
Mr. Papandreou expressed confidence that these approaches would help
to strengthen the shared European identity that had been eroded over the
past few years. In his eyes, Europe simply could not afford to lose a whole
generation. Ms. von der Leyen concurred and added that the European
project had always been about free movement and that Germans would
not reject this idea because they realized that already today many job
vacancies could only be filled with skilled workers from other countries.
In the long run, both panelists were convinced, harmonized social
systems, free movement of labor and interregional transfers similar
to the US would be the only options to enhance European
competitiveness. This would be organized centrally by the EU and
enabled through the acceptance of English as the European “lingua
franca”. Ms. von der Leyen also emphasized the role of the private
sector as a crucial actor in the process of providing training to
the skilled workers demanded by the European economy.

Ms. von der Leyen reminded the audience that no one in a welfare society
should feel guilty for requesting the support of the state. The latter would
have to make sure, though, that incentives for work remained strong,
while an intergenerational balance of burden sharing also needed
to be guaranteed.
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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The final part of the discussion focused on the role of democracy in the European
model vis-à-vis the Chinese model. Papandreou clarified that democracies could
act quickly under stress and often submit to the forces of the market. Yet, for him
politics could also employ instruments like Euro bonds to “buy time” and thus escape
market pressures. Papandreou added that the behavior of the political elite and its
willingness to achieve consensus were crucial for the general political climate and
especially to prevent the rise of radical parties. Both panelists made clear that their
vision for Europe would lead to a deeper, more integrated union and a more robust
democracy with elected officials on all levels. To adjust the welfare state system,
Papandreou pointed out that Greece would have to leave the tenure system by
allowing more flexibility for private firms and a strong welfare state. The panelists
concluded that the Chinese model of hierarchical organization would likely not yield
the same degree of creativity and innovation as Europe’s democracy. In order to
be the model of the future, Europe needed more legitimacy and capacity as well as
political leadership that was truly representative of the European project as a whole.

“

“

If we give these young people in Europe
a perspective we will have frantic
ambassadors, millions of ambassadors
for the European project.
			—Dr. Ursula von der Leyen
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A Coming Global Turn?
Or the Resurgence of the West?
Perspectives on the West’s Future Position
Panelists
Charles A. Kupchan, Ph.D.
Professor of International Affairs
Georgetown University
Richard Rosecrance, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor, John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University
Director, Project on U.S.-China Relations

Moderator
R. Nicholas Burns
The Sultan of Oman Professor of
International Relations
John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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said that China would not have to play by Western rules, and argued that
China certainly wouldn’t want to. So Kupchan concluded that “No One’s
World” is coming, a situation where neither the West nor any other power
could really establish and enforce its rules.

Whereas the other panel discussion at the 2013 German Conference at
Harvard focused specifically on individual policy areas, this discussion
brought together two outstanding scholars to take a broad view of the
Conference topic. Charles Kupchan (Georgetown University) and
Richard Rosecrance (Harvard) have both published books on the very
question of the future of the West in a changing world. Since their
views in these books were rather at odds, the discussion, moderated
by Harvard’s Nicholas Burns, promised to be illuminating and lively.

Richard Rosecrance concluded the spirited panel discussion by arguing
that Germany’s role in Europe in recent years had been “brilliant”, because
it had not been too outspoken, but rather consisted in de facto, behindthe-scenes leadership. But he noted that, militarily, Germany would have
to do more, a sentiment echoed by Ambassador Burns.

Charles Kupchan argued that the West is not in decline, and that a
renewal is indeed in the making. But he noted that even though the West
would “get its mojo back”, the world around it would look very different
and that the West would no longer be able to establish global rules in the
same way as before. Richard Rosecrance pointed out that it is really
the East that is divided, and that the West could respond laterally to
vertical economic growth elsewhere, by more strongly embracing parts
of the world that have not traditionally been considered part of the West.
Rosecrance said he thought the best way to address the rise of other
powers would be to also enhance the quality of the West’s economic
bloc, which could then draw the Chinese and others in. Charles Kupchan
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Ambassador Burns raised three questions to structure the debate: is
the decline of the West overstated? How should Europeans and North
Americans respond to the rise of China and others, politically and
economically? And does the future of the West depend on German
and American leadership together, in NATO and in the EU?

If we think that the new rules-based
system is going to be our rules, we’re
living in La La Land.
			—Charles Kupchan

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

“

I think we will
look back at
Angela Merkel
and see a figure
in Western history
not unlike
Bismark, in terms
of influence.

“

—Richard Rosecrance
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A Dismal Future for NATO?
Transatlantic Views on Mission and Burdensharing
Panelists
Dr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier
Chairman, SPD Parliamentary Group
Former Vice Chancellor and Foreign Minister
Gen. Wesley Clark
US Army General (ret.)
Former NATO Supreme Allied Commander, Europe
Dr. Theo Sommer
Editor-at-Large
DIE ZEIT
Alexander Graf Lambsdorff
Member of the European Parliament

Moderator
Prof. Dr. Joachim Krause
Professor of Political Science, Chair for International Relations
Institute of Political Science, Christian-Albrechts
University of Kiel
18
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NATO’s shift after the end of the Cold War to its current focus of
interventions sparked debate. General Clark cited the alliance’s role in
the Balkans as a positive example. In Theo Sommer’s view however, most
past interventions have not been worth the effort. He stated that if NATO
continued to go out of area, it would be out of business soon. The panel
agreed that when coalitions of the willing will continue to intervene in
the world’s crises, NATO could force the allies to think through strategy
and objectives. Dr Sommer raised the question how NATO should structure
its forces, and if mass armies were still needed. While the panelists were
struggling with an answer, Professor Krause in response pointed out that
capabilities had already adapted sufficiently and that mass armies—at
least in Europe—were a thing of the past.
Broadening the picture further, General Clark asserted that finding an
economic response the rise of other world powers was more important
than responding to NATO’s military challenges. Frank-Walter Steinmeier
agreed with him that growth should be reemphasized in Europe in
addition to austerity and structural reforms. But Clark also pointed to
the need for discussion of energy policy within NATO emphasizing that
America will become energy independent through fracking in the years
to come while Europe won’t.

“

“

NATO has been significantly transformed since its inception, and the
alliance is again facing tough challenges. This year’s security policy panel
had the difficult task to discuss NATO’s future purpose, strategy, as well as
burden-sharing questions among the American and European partners.

When we are talking about
pooling and sharing, the
objective of a European Army is
helpful. So we shouldn’t deny it.
—Frank-Walter Steinmeier

When the discussion moved on to the question of burden-sharing, there
was consensus amont the German participants regarding the future
trajectory of Europe’s defense budgets. Dr Steinmeier made clear that
there will be no room for a rise. The panelists debated how Europe could
still play an effective role as a NATO partner and discussed the question
of military integration as well as pooling and sharing. Alexander Graf
Lambsdorff made several suggestions as to how Europe could coordinate
its efforts more efficiently in the future, but at the same time lamented
that no European government was seriously discussing the opportunities
to establish a European defense force. When William Drozdiak, the
President of the American Council on Germany, asked about the
cooperation between NATO and the EU, Mr Lambsdorff’s answer in a
nutshell was: “The UK doesn’t want the EU to have a serious role in
defense (…), and France doesn’t want the U.S. in the EU (…). Germany
is not taking part in this discussion.”

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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“

NATO’s biggest
problem is that the
nations of the
alliance collectively
don’t have a real
strategy for
economic success in
the face of Chinese
economic growth.

“

—Wesley Clark
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Is the West Losing its Edge? Global Imbalances,
Economic Governance and Western Competitiveness
Panelists
Philippe Aghion, Ph.D.
Robert C. Waggoner Professor of Economics
Harvard University
Dr. Henrik Enderlein
Professor of Political Economy
Hertie School of Governance
Marcel Fratzscher, Ph.D.
President and CEO
DIW Berlin
Martin Walker
Senior Fellow
AT Kearney Global Business Policy Council

Moderator
Dr. Uwe Jean Heuser
Chief Financial Editor
DIE ZEIT
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The recent economic crisis has shattered confidence in Western
capitalism. This year’s economic policy panel asked whether the West
had lost its edge and, if so, how to regain it. During the first part of the
discussion, the participants evaluated recent developments in Europe’s
biggest economies, France, Great Britain, and Germany. The panelists
then moved on to reflect on their visions of the European Union and its
position in a globalized world.
First, Philippe Aghion commented on François Hollande’s performance
and explained his hopes for labor market reform, a fiscal devaluation, and
restoration of competitiveness despite the headwinds that the president
faces within the Socialist Party.
In response, Martin Walker commented on British Euroskepticism, which
he described as being motivated by domestic politics. Nevertheless,
Walker hypothesized that the British public would “grumpily vote Yes”
in a potential referendum on EU membership.
Marcel Fratzscher offered his interpretation of Germany’s transition
from the Sick Man of Europe to the current euphoria surrounding its
economic performance, which he considers misguided: While the country
outperforms its European peers, Germany’s GDP growth is far below
potential. Looking ahead, he suggested that the tremendous current
account surplus would ultimately be problematic, noting Germany’s
troubled history of investing its savings.
Henrik Enderlein took the discussion back to the European level and
compared the policy response in recent years to taking antibiotics, curing
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symptoms without implementing structural reforms. He proposed three
ways of addressing the one-size-fits-none problem of a common monetary
policy: deeper integration of the European Single Market, common bank
supervision and resolution, and a cyclical adjustment mechanism. Martin
Walker added that creating jobs for the ‘lost generation’ of unemployed,
young Europeans was the most pressing task that policymakers face today.
Moreover, Philippe Aghion reminded the audience that unifying Europe
was a response to Fascism and war. It would therefore be insufficient
to measure the success of the European project exclusively in terms of
economic success.
The panelists agreed on their predictions for the evolution of global
economic power over the next few decades: First, as Martin Walker
pointed out, the United States will remain one of the strongest players
thanks to an economy boosted by energy self-sufficiency, outstanding
universities, and highly innovative companies. China’s growth rates
will moderate due to the tremendous demographic, political, and
environmental challenges that the country faces. Finally, Europe likely
faces decades of low growth. Philippe Aghion, however, offered a more
positive outlook. According to his view, Europe is ahead of other countries
in managing the innovation process driven by creative destruction.
Its modern social security systems combine labor market flexibility with
a safety net and cost-effective healthcare. This is an edge that Europe has
over both Asia and the US. According to Aghion, the question simply is
how Europe can best utilize this asset in the future.
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“

People think this
crisis is over, which
is one of the big
dangers we have in
the Euro area right
now, […] as we
have not fixed the
structural problems.
[…] We need
cyclical adjustment
mechanisms—
Germans hate that.

“

—Henrik Enderlein
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Alexa Tiemann, Panel Speakers, Website, Documentation
Fabian Tögel, Logistics, Panel Speakers
Dominic Tschoepe, Documentation/Photography
Rebecca Vogels, Panel Speakers

Kai Brückerhoff
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPP 2014
Head of the Organizing Committee
Kai Brückerhoff is a 2014 MPP Candidate and McCloy Scholar at
the Harvard Kennedy School of Government. He previously spent
four years at Goldman Sachs in the firm’s Investment Banking
Division, where he was based out of the London office with a
primary focus on merger and acquisition advisory in the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors. Prior to joining
Goldman Sachs in 2008, Kai graduated from the University of
Oxford (Trinity College) with a B.A. (Hons.) degree in Economics
& Management. His key academic interests at Harvard are
international diplomacy, US foreign policy, geopolitical conflicts
as well as negotiation theory. His extracurricular interests
include modern art, architecture, skiing and tennis.
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Jacqueline Austermann
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Ph.D. Candidate
Marketing/PR, Documentation
Jacqueline Austermann is working towards her Ph.D. in Geophysics at Harvard’s Earth and Planetary Science Department. After a Bachelor
in Physics at the Technical University Darmstadt she pursued an internship at the Environmental Consulting section of Deloitte, which
sparked her interest in the Earth’s system. She continued with a Master in Geophysics at LMU Munich and graduated in 2011. Jacqueline
is a former scholar of the Foundation of German Industry (sdw) and was given a Peirce fellowship when she came to Harvard. Her Ph.D.
thesis deals with understanding past sea level variations to work towards a better understanding of the Earth’s climate system.
Beyond her academic work she is interested in energy, environment and sustainability.
Jan Bockstiegel
Harvard College, BA 2015
Panel Speakers/Sponsoring
Jan is currently a Sophomore at Harvard College majoring in Social Studies with a focus on energy and resource related issues together
with a minor in Economics. After graduating from the Gymnasium Loehne he went abroad to work for Worldvision Australia in Sydney and
as a teaching assistant in a public high school in Medellin, Colombia. He also spent his last summer in Alexandria, Egypt, while enrolled
in an Arabic language program. Besides his studies Jan rows for Harvard’s Heavyweight Crew and is an active member of the university’s
International Society as well as the European Society.
Lukas Brantner
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Ph.D. Candidate
Panel Speakers
Lukas Brantner is a Ph.D. candidate at the Harvard Department of Mathematics with current research interests lying in the intersection of
algebraic geometry and topology, in particular in the homotopy invariants of algebraic varieties. Born and raised in Freiburg im Breisgau,
he graduated with a Master of Mathematics from the University of Cambridge in 2012. During his studies, he was a scholar of the German
National Merit Foundation, the German Academic Exchange Service DAAD and St. John’s College Cambridge. In 2010, he was awarded a
summer research fellowship at the California Instutute of Technology, where he researched with Danny Calegari in the area of geometric
group theory. In 2011, he was president of the mathematical Adams’ society. In his free time, Lukas plays the violin and sails on the
Black Forest Schluchsee, where he is also involved as a sailing trainer.
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Christian Brei
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPA 2014
Finance
Currently a Master of Public Administration candidate at Harvard Kennedy School and a McCloy fellow, Christian has worked as chief
administrative officer of Leuphana University in Lüneburg, Germany until 2012. In this position, he has been responsible for the financial,
human resources, facility management and student services operations, marketing activities and major strategic development projects
of Leuphana. He holds a diploma degree in economics and business administration from Witten/Herdecke University, Germany and has
various work experiences in the transport industry as well as with different nonprofit organizations. He is particularly interested in higher
education and innovation policy as well as in organizational development and cultural transformation processes, especially in the public
and nonprofit sectors.
Anna-Luise Chané
Harvard Law School, LLM 2013
Logistics
Anna-Luise Chané is a 2013 Master of Laws candidate at Harvard Law School and an ERP Scholar of the German Ministry of Economy and
Technology and the German National Academic Foundation. She studied law at the University of Cologne and the Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven and completed internships with the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry in Brussels and the Federal
Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development. In addition, she was a research assistant at the Chair for Public International Law,
European Law, European and International Economic Law at the University of Cologne. As a law clerk, she worked for Cleary Gottlieb Steen
& Hamilton LLP and served among others in the Consulate General in Los Angeles and in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development.
Teresa Conrad
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPP 2014
Panel Speakers, Marketing/PR, Documentation
Teresa Conrad is McCloy Fellow and first-year Master of Public Policy candidate at the John F. Kennedy School of Government. Before
coming to Harvard she worked as a consultant for the public and non-profit sector in Berlin, Germany. She was involved in projects on
regional economic development, innovation, energy, and sustainability policy, and over the last year started focusing on Social Innovation, Strategic
Philanthropy and Impact Investing in particular. Teresa holds a bachelor’s degree in International Affairs from the University of St. Gallen.
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Maximilian Eber
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Ph.D. Candidate
Panel Speakers
Maximilian Eber is a Ph.D. Candidate and Ashford Fellow at Harvard’s Economics Department. His research interests lie in international
economics and financial markets. He previously studied Mathematics, Economics, and Philosophy at Oxford University and at the London
School of Economics. During his studies, Maximilian gained work experience in banking, consulting, venture capital, and monetary policy.
In his spare time, he enjoys cooking, jazz piano, backcountry skiing, and photography.
William Greif
Harvard College
Panel Speakers, Sponsoring
William Greif is a visiting student in his senior year at Harvard College. Currently he is pursuing undergraduate degrees in Philosophy and
in Economics from the Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich, Germany. Prior to his time at Harvard, William studied in Copenhagen
with an ERASMUS Scholarship.
Henning Greiser
MIT Sloan School of Manangement
Sponsoring
Henning Greiser is a final year Master’s student at the MIT Sloan School of Management, where he focuses on transportation
management. Prior to this program, he worked as an aviation consultant for ICF SH&E in New York and gained additional work
experience at Lufthansa and Air Berlin. Henning received his undergraduate degree from the University of St Andrews in Economics and
International Relations and spent a year at HEC Paris and the University of California San Diego. While he has had the opportunity to live
and work in a number of countries, he has a long list of places he still wants to visit. But whenever time permits, there is no spot in the
world where he would rather be than the Borussia Park in Mönchengladbach to support his favorite team.
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Alexander Haas
Harvard College, Visiting Student
Panel Speakers, Sponsoring
Alexander Haas is a third-year visiting student at Harvard College, completing his undergraduate degree in International Economics at
the University of Tübingen, Germany. He is a scholar of the German National Academic Foundation and the German Academic Exchange
Service and enjoys the chance to experience the wide array of curricular and extracurricular activities Harvard offers its undergraduates.
Alex loves travelling and is interested in foreign cultures, a passion that arose while spending 9 months in Australia and New Zealand prior
to his studies.
Achim Harzheim
Harvard College, Class of 2016
Logistics/Facilities, Marketing/PR
Achim is currently a freshman at the Harvard College and intends to concentrate in Physics with a minor in Economics. Born in Bonn, he
grew up in Mainz where he also obtained his Abitur. In his free time, Achim rows as a member of the Harvard Freshman Crew.

Michael Köhler
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPA 2014
Logistics
Michael Köhler studied English literature and language, Physical Education and Dance in Marburg (Germany) and London. After an
internship with McKinsey & Company he worked for a non-profit school group (Phorms Education) and was responsible for founding and
developing bilingual schools (K-12) in Germany. He is particulary interested in social entrepreneurship and education. Currently, he is a
Master of Public Administration candidate at Harvard Kennedy School and a McCloy Fellow.
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Verena Kroth
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Visiting Fellow
Marketing/PR, Registration
Verena Kroth is a Ph.D. Candidate at the London School of Economics and currently a Visiting Fellow at the Department of Government
and the Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard University. Her research interests are in the field of political economy, in
particular in relation to fiscal policy, public service delivery and electoral politics in Sub-Saharan Africa. Verena holds a BSc in Philosophy,
Politics and Economics from the University of Warwick and an MPA in Public and Economic Policy from the London School of Economics.
During her studies, Verena volunteered in a refugee camp in Ghana, spent a year at Sciences Po Paris and a semester at the University of
Cape Town, and interned at the German Embassy in Washington D.C., the European Commission, the OECD and the EBRD.
Julia Lange
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Sponsoring
Julia Lange is a Visiting Fellow at Harvard University and a doctoral candidate at the University of Hamburg. Her dissertation focuses on
the politics of memory of Americans of German descent and its interrelation with the Holocaust discourse. Julia holds an M.A. degree
from the University of Hamburg in American Studies, English Literature and Law. During her graduate studies, she spent a year at Oxford
University and interned with the German Foreign Office in London and with the German Mission to the United Nations in New York.
Julia is a scholar of the Studienstiftung. Her extracurricular interests include playing the piano, middle distance running, skiing and the
arts in general.
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Mitja Müller
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPP 2014
Panel Speakers, Sponsoring
Mitja Mueller is a McCloy Fellow and MPP candidate at the Harvard Kennedy School. His main academic interests are education policy and
international affairs. From 2010 to 2012, Mitja worked as a Fellow of Teach First Deutschland, teaching politics, English and ethics at a school
in Berlin-Neukölln. He also started the school’s guidance counseling system. Previously, he worked as a management consultant for The Boston
Consulting Group. Mitja has an MA in International Relations and Modern History from the University of St Andrews. During his studies,
he also spent a year at UCLA, where he was strongly involved with the primary campaign of then Sen. Obama. An avid runner and soccer
player, Mitja is thrilled at the prospect of (perhaps, maybe) running the Boston Marathon sometime in the next two years and of getting up
on Saturday mornings to watch German soccer for breakfast.
Gudrun Paulsen
Marketing/PR, Documentation
Gudrun Paulsen studied Business Administration at the University of Mannheim, Germany, and the University of Warwick, UK, focusing on
Marketing, Public & Nonprofit Management and Psychology. During her studies, she gained work experience with several public and private
institutions and was involved in development activities at Plan International, a children’s rights organization working with communities in
many countries to alleviate child poverty. Gudrun was a scholar of the German National Merit Foundation and a Bronnbach Scholar of the
Federation of German Industries. As a trained classical singer in both solo and ensemble, Gudrun is passionate about music and
the arts and she also loves spending her free time with Alpine sports, running or dancing.
Matthias Rossbach
Harvard Law School
Panel Speakers
Matthias Rossbach is a visiting researcher at Harvard Law School, where he works on his German doctoral dissertation (Humboldt University, Berlin)
in the field of public law. Before coming to Harvard, he received a Master of Laws (LL.M.) degree from Yale Law School, where he was an ERP scholar
of the German National Academic Foundation (Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes) and a scholar of the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAAD). Previously, he studied law at the University of Cambridge (UK) and the University of Münster and obtained his First and Second State Exam.
Matthias gained practical experience in several public and private organizations such as the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany
(Bundesverfassungsgericht), the Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt), the European Parliament, the law firm Hengeler Mueller.
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Bryan Scheler
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Visiting Fellow
Marketing, Panel Speakers, Documentation
Bryan Scheler is a Visiting Fellow at Harvard University and a doctoral candidate at the University of Mannheim. His research interests
are in the field of responsible investments, social impact and blended value, particularly on normative considerations and the relationship between financial and social returns. Bryan holds a graduate business degree from the University of Mannheim, focusing on finance,
accounting and philosophy. During his studies, he spent a year at the University of Hong Kong and Korea University and gained working
experience with several companies, especially in the area of corporate finance, banking and consulting. Bryan is a scholar of the Konrad
Adenauer Foundation and a Bronnbach Scholar of the Federation of German Industries. In his free time, you might find him in the
mountains, running or on the tennis court.
Dr. Thomas Schneider
Harvard Graduate School of Design, MDes
Sponsoring
Thomas Schneider is an MDes candidate at the Harvard Graduate School of Design with concentration in Real Estate Investment and
Finance. His main academic interests are real estate derivatives and structuring of complex real estate deals. Thomas started his
professional career in 2005 when he joined Ernst & Young’s Real Estate Transaction Advisory Group. During his time at Ernst & Young,
Mr. Schneider worked on major real estate transactions such as the 2.1 billion sale of the real estate portfolio from Dresdner Bank to the
Fortress Investment Group LLC. In 2007, he moved to the Global Real Estate Group of Lehman Brothers. Activities of Lehman Brothers
Global Real Estate Group include: senior, junior and mezzanine financing as well as equity transactions. Thomas currently heads the real
estate investment division of the boutique Switzerland-based real estate private equity company Limmat Group AG. Thomas received his
undergraduate degree in Business Administration and Doctor of Economics from the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg and an MSc
in Real Estate Development from Columbia University. As an avid fisherman and runner, Thomas tries to spend most of his free time
in nature.
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Torben Schulz
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPA 2014
Panel Speakers
Torben Schulz is a 2014 Master of Public Administration candidate at the Harvard Kennedy School where his interests lie in social business
and international security. Before moving to Cambridge, he worked for approximately 5 years at Roland Berger Strategy Consultants in
São Paulo and Frankfurt with a focus on the Brazilian automotive industry and the German public sector. Torben holds a Diploma in
Business Administration from the University of Münster and a double degree with the Montpellier Graduate School of Management.
In his free time, Torben is passionate for cooking, hiking and following soccer. He is now keen to learn sailing during his time in Cambridge.
Valerie von der Tann
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPP 2014
Marketing/PR, Registration, Documentation
Valerie von der Tann is a 2014 Master of Public Policy candidate at the Harvard Kennedy School and a McCloy Scholar. Prior to her Master
studies, Valerie worked for over 2 years for McKinsey&Company, a global management consultancy firm, where she focused on energy,
transport, and infrastructure projects. She holds a B.A. degree in Economics and a B.A. degree in International Affairs from the University of
St. Gallen. During her undergraduate studies, Valerie also gained work experience in several public and private sector organizations such as
the German Embassy in Washington D.C., the German Parliament, Deutsche Bank and Booz & Company. Her main interests at the Kennedy
School are in energy and infrastructure policy and in public finance.
Alexa Tiemann
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Visiting Fellow
Panel Speakers, Website, Documentation
Alexa Tiemann is a Ph.D. Candidate at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland, and currently a Visiting Fellow at the Department of
Government in Harvard. Her research interests are development economics, international economics and economic history. She holds a
graduate degree from the University of Tübingen. Subsequently, she worked as Senior Associate for KPMG DTG AG in the field of financial
services in Frankfurt, and as a consultant on private sector development for the World Bank in Africa.
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Fabian Tögel
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, MPA 2014
Logistics, Panel Speakers
Fabian Tögel is a 2014 Master in Public Administration candidate at the Harvard Kennedy School. He previously worked with the Clinton
Foundation in India on HIV care, most recently as senior advisor at the Clinton Health Access Initiative. Having volunteered for over
15 years for a German NGO which he now chairs, he founded and keeps funding a free K-12 boarding school for indigenous children in
Central India where he spent over a year for the German ‘Peace Corps’. Fabian holds a medical degree from the University of Munich which
funded his participation in a curriculum reform program including a Harvard Medical School medicine core clerkship at a Boston hospital.
He has a master’s degree from the Harvard School of Public Health from where he received an Albert Schweitzer Award. He is a member
of the Bavarian Chamber of Physicians and alumnus of the German National Academic Foundation.
Dominic Tschoepe
Documentation
Dominic was born and grew up in Frankfurt am Main/Germany. He studied architecture in Frankfurt am Main and in Ascoli Piceno/Italy
(Socrates/Erasmus scholarship) and he is a passionate photographer. Dominic was trained and worked for several years at the Hochtief AG
and following this he was an employee and freelance architect for architectural offices in the Rhine-Main region and Augsburg. He is
married, has a son and has been living with his family in Cambridge/MA, USA since 2011. Parallel to his photography he works for
architectural offices in Germany and Turkey. Dominic is intrigued by the challenge to build skills in different sports, such as rowing
and gliding and he loves to travel.
Rebecca Vogels
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Panel Speakers
Rebecca Vogels is a DAAD scholar and visiting fellow of the Music Department at Harvard University. She is a Ph.D. candidate at the
Universität der Künste Berlin and is writing her thesis on the American composer John Cage and musical time. Rebecca was a lecturer at
the University of Vienna, the University of Salzburg and the American Heritage Association (AHA) prior to coming to Harvard. Her teaching
and research interests are Music in the 20th Century, Music and Place, and Music and the visual arts. In her free time, Rebecca likes to
travel and explore new cities, museums and the local cuisine.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRANTS—Who Registered to Attend?
Gender

59%

Country of Origin

41%

13%

72%

15%

Male

34

Female
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United States

Other

CONFERENCE REGISTRANTS—Who Registered to Attend?
Academic Background

Participant Type

31.5%

5%

5%

8%
12%

4%
2%
1%
1%

68.5%

Student

24%
25%

Professional

Business & Economics

Social Sciences & Public Policy

Natural Sciences

Law

Engineering

Medicine

Other Humanities

Art & Design

Theology & Philosophy

Others
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Academic Institution (Current or Completed)

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

3%
3%
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39%

28%

33%

Columbia

Yale

MIT

Tufts

Johns Hopkins

GISB

Princeton

Boston University

Georgetown

Northeastern

Brown

Mt. Holyoke

Other

Harvard
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SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Content of the Conference
1
(Disagree)

2
(Rather Disagree)

3
(Neither/Nor)

4
(Rather Agree)

5
(Agree)

Rating
Average

Response
Count

How satisfied were you with
1.9% (2)
the online registration?

1.0% (1)

6.8% (7)

25.2% (26)

65.0% (67)

4.50

103

Conference staff was 0.0% (0)
helpful and courteous.

1.0% (1)

4.9% (5)

23.5% (24)

70.6% (72)

4.64

102

Overall, how satisfied were you with 1.0% (1)
the conference facilities and location?

2.9% (3)

9.8% (10)

31.4% (32)

54.9% (56)

4.36

102

Did you enjoy watching the 8.0% (7)
conference in the Live Stream Lounge?

10.2% (9)

26.1% (23)

30.7% (27)

25.0% (22)

3.55

88

Overall, the conference was 1.0% (1)
well organized

2.9% (3)

7.8% (8)

34.0% (35)

54.4% (56)

4.38

103

There was enough time 2.0% (2)
for questions and discussions

13.7% (14)

31.4% (32)

36.3% (37)

16.7% (17)

3.52

102

5.9% (6)

3.9% (4)

38.2% (39)

52.0% (53)

4.36

102

Overall, was the 0.0% (0)
German Conference 2013 worthwhile?
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CONFERENCE EVALUATION & FEEDBACK
If student or young professional, what kind
of organization can you image working for
in the future?

What did you like most about the conference?

8%

10%

6%

11%

15%

16%
20%

6%

3%

5%
27%
20%

31%
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Speakers

Topic Content

Network Opportunity

Harvard Experience

Location & Facilities

Professional Contacts
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Other
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23%

Government/Public Administration

Consulting

Education/Research

Non-Profit

Industry

Bank/Insurance
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Other

MEDIA REPORTS ABOUT THE GERMAN CONFERENCE AT HARVARD
Boston Consulate
6th German Conference at Harvard highlights Resolve and Ideas for future-proofing the West		
http://www.germany.info/Vertretung/usa/en/__pr/GKs/BOST/2013/02/21__GCH__pr.html

United Press International		
Walker’s World - A declining West?		
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/Analysis/Walker/2013/02/18/Walkers-World-A-declining-West/UPI-29301361163960/

Der Spiegel		
Transatlantische Freihandelszone: Letztes Mittel gegen Chinas Aufstieg		
http://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/soziales/freihandelszone-mit-usa-europa-muss-geschlossenheit-zeigen-a-883940.html

Die Welt		
“Mister Minister” am Potomac		
http://www.welt.de/print/die_welt/politik/article113650185/Mister-Minister-am-Potomac.html

Die Zeit
Ursula von der Leyen - Schöner scheitern, von Elisabeth Niejahr
http://www.zeit.de/2013/17/portraet-ursula-von-der-leyen-frauenquote/
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The Organizing Committee would like to thank the following people
for their contributions and support in putting together this report.
Photography: Dominic Tschoepe
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Authors: The Organizing Committee
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